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When R is a complete local ring containing a field of characteristic zero, we show 
that any maximal ideal in R[ T, r-‘] is projectively generated. If R is a regular ring 
containing a field of characteristic zero, we show that any maximal ideal M of 
R[ T] such that ht A4 > dim R is effkiently generated. C? 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let A be a commutative noetherian ring and Z be an ideal in A. It is a 
well known fact that ~(Z/Z2)6~(Z)d~(Z/Z2) + 1, where for any finitely 
generated A-module M, p(M) ( = pA(A4)) denotes the minimal number of 
generators of M as an A-module. Attaining equality with the lower bound, 
(in which case, we say that Z is efficiently generated) when A is a polyno- 
mial algebra R[ T,, . . . . 7’,] has been the content of many papers in 
literature, see, for example, 12, 7, 9, 11, 121. 
For any ideal Z of A, the condition p(Z/Z2) = p(Z) is equivalent to saying 
that there is a free A-module of rank = p(Z/Z*) surjecting onto I. A weaker 
condition than this is the following: 
There is a projective A-module of rank = p(Z/Z*) surjecting onto I. If 
so, we say that Z is projectively generated. 
If R is a commutative noetherian ring containing a field of characteristic 
zero, Bhatwadekar has shown that any maximal ideal in R[T] is projec- 
tively generated [3, Theorem 3.31. In our attempts to closely understand 
this result, we have obtained the following two results: 
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THEOREM A. If R is a complete local ring containing a field of charac- 
teristic zero, then any maximal ideal in R[ T, T- ’ ] is projectively generated. 
THEOREM B. Suppose R is a regular ring containing a field of charac- 
teristic zero. Then a maximal ideal M of RET] is efficiently generated if 
htM>dim R. 
In an earlier paper [17], we have shown that the results of 
DavissGeramita [7, Theorems 2, 31 and Bhatwadekar [2, Theorems 2.1, 
3.11 on efficient generation of maximal ideals in polynomial rings are true 
for zero dimensional ideals in polynomial rings. 
In fact all these results are valid for zero dimensional ideals in Laurent 
polynomial rings also. The proofs in the case of zero dimensional ideals in 
Laurent polynomial rings are almost the same as those of in the polyno- 
mial case. For example, the generalisation of [ 17, Theorem 3.21 is as 
follows: 
THEOREM. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and consider a 
Laurent polynomial ring in several variables A = R[ X, , . . . . X,, , Y: I, . . . . Y; ’ ] 
(n, m > 0). If n + m > 2, then zero dimensional ideals in A are efficiently 
generated. 
In Section 3, we prove Theorem A and in Section 4, we prove 
Theorem B. Section 2 is essentially a resume of facts needed for later use. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we collect some definitions and results for later use. All 
rings we consider are commutative and noetherian with identity. By the 
dimension of a ring we mean the Krull dimension, 
2.1. If R is a ring and I is an ideal in R, we shall use ht I and dim Z 
to denote the height of the ideal Z and the dimension of the ring R/Z, 
respectively. 
For any R-module M, p(M) denotes the minimal number of generators 
of A4 as an R-module. 
2.2. An ideal I of R is said to be efficiently generated if p(I/Z2) = p(Z) 
and projectively generated if there exists a projective R-module 9 of 
rank = p(Z/Z’) surjecting onto I. 
2.3. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and A be a finitely 
generated R-algebra. Let h4 be a maximal ideal of A. Then R/(M n R) is 
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a semi local ring of dimension < 1. This follows from [ 1, Theorem 41. 
Hence if Z is any zero dimensional ideal of A then R/(Zn R) is a semi local 
ring of dimension < 1. 
2.4. For any ideal Z of R we have ht I< p(Z/Z’). For if P is any prime 
ideal containing Z, ht I< ht I, d p(ZP) = p(Z,/Zg) < p(Z/Z*). For any maximal 
ideal M in R, Davis and Geramita have shown that if ht M< p(M/M2) 
then p(M/M2) = p(M) (see [7]). Moreover, ht M d ,u(M/M*) is always the 
case and equality holds iff R,+, is regular. Thus R, is not regular implies 
p(M/M2)= p(M). Therefore we can assume that R,,, is regular, i.e., 
ht M = p( M/M*). 
2.5. Let A = R[ T] or R[ T, T-‘1, where R is a commutative noetherian 
ring. Suppose Z is a zero dimensional ideal in A. By Eisenbud-Evans 
estimate for modules over A, we obtain p(Z) 6 max{p(Z/Z*), 1 + dim R} 
(see [ 10, 81, respectively). Therefore whenever p(Z/Z*) 2 1 + dim R, we 
have p(Z/Z*) =p(Z). Hence it is enough to consider the ideals for which 
p(Z/Z*) <dim R. 
2.6. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and ?? be a projective 
R[ T, T-‘]-module of constant rank one such that .?Pf contains a 
unimodular element for some special manic polynomial f( T) E R[ T]. Then 
9 is a free module. See [S, Theorem 3.5 and Remark 3.61. Special manic 
polynomial means leading coefficient and constant term are both equal 
to 1. 
2.7. LOCAL-GLOBAL THEOREM. For any commutative ring A, the set of 
all unimodular rows of length n is denoted by Urn,(A) and the group of all 
elementary matrices of order n is denoted by E,(A). 
Let v E Um,(R[X] ), n > 3. Suppose that for all maximal ideals J in R, 
v=u(O) (mod E,(R, [Xl)). Then v=u(O) (mod E,(R[X])). See [13, 
Theorem 2.3 1. 
2.8. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension d> 1. Assume that d! is 
a unit in R. Then Ed+, (R[X]) acts transitively on Urn,, ,(R[X]). See [ 14, 
Corollary 2.71. 
As a consequence we have the following: 
2.9. Let R be a regular local ring containing a field of characteristic 
zero. Then projective modules over R[ T] of rank 3 dim R are free. See 
[ 14, Corollary 2.71. 
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2.10 Let R be a regular local ring of dimension three whose residue 
characteristic is #2,3. Then every projective R[X]-module is free. See [ 14, 
Theorem 2.101. 
2.11. If n > dim R + 2, then E,(R[T]) acts transitively on Um,(R[T]). 
This follows from [16]. 
2.12. Let R be a commutative noetherian ring and A = RET, T-l]. 
Suppose I is a zero dimensional ideal of A. If J = In R is also zero 
dimensional ideal in R, then I is efficiently generated. (See [ 17, Proof of 
Proposition 3.11 and 2.6 above.) 
3. PROJECTIVE GENERATION OF MAXIMAL IDEALS 
IN LAURENT POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
If R is any commutative noetherian ring containing a field of charac- 
teristic zero, Bhatwadekar has shown that any maximal ideal in RET] is 
projectively generated (see [3, Theorem 3.31). Consider the same question 
for maximal ideals in R[ T, T-l]. In the general case we do not know the 
answer. But we have the following partial result, when R is a complete 
local ring. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a complete local ring containing a field of 
characteristic zero and A4 be a maximal ideal of R[T, T- ’ ]. Then M is 
projectively generated. 
For the proof of this theorem we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose R is a complete local domain of dimension one. Let 
K be the quotient field of R and L be a finite extension of K. If S is the 
integral closure of R in L, then S is a discrete valuation ring (DVR). In 
particular, normalisation of R in its quotient field is a DVR. 
ProoJ: It is clear from the definition of S that it is a normal domain. 
Since S is the integral closure of a one dimensional domain R, it is one 
dimensional and since L is a finite extension of K, using Krull-Akuzuki 
theorem we see that S is Noetherian. Thus to show that S is a DVR, it 
remains to show that it is local. 
Let {ai}iE, be a set of generators of the R-module S. (Note that Z can 
be uncountable.) Let J be the set consisting of all finite subsets of I. Given 
any u E J, let A, be the R-subalgebra of S generated by {aijiEar. But since 
S is integral over R, A, is a finitely generated R-module. Define for any two 
elements u and /?E J, tl </I if CI c @. Then note that given two elements a 
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and b E J, there is an element y E J (for example, CI u j?) such that a < y and 
p < y. Hence it is easy to see that S is the union of the directed system of 
domains {Aa}orcJ. Moreover, each A, is integral over R and whenever 
/I<Ix, A, is integral over A,. 
Further, if we show that each A, is local, then it follows that S is local, 
for, given two elements c1 and ~?EJ such that j3 < CI, the inclusion map 
i: A, 4 A, is a local homomorphism (because, as A, is integral over A,, the 
maximal ideal of A, contracts to the maximal ideal of Ap). Thus to show 
that S is a DVR, it suffices to show that any finite integral extension of R 
which is a domain is local. 
Let A be a finite integral extension of R which is a domain. R is local 
and A is integral over R implies that A is semi local. Since A is a finite 
R-module and R is complete local, it is easy to see that A is complete in 
the topology given by its Jacobson radical. Therefore, since A is semi local 
it a direct product of local rings. But since A is a domain, in the product 
there should be only one factor, which shows that A is local. Hence the 
proof of the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let M be a maximal ideal of R[ T, Tp ‘1 and 
P=MnR, Q,=MnR[T] and Q,=MnR[T-‘1. If P is a maximal 
ideal of R, then M is efficiently generated by 2.12 above. So assume that P 
is a nonmaximal ideal. 
CLAIM. Either Q, or Q, is a maximal ideal. 
Proof of the Claim. By 2.3 we know that R/P is semi local ring of 
dimension 6 1. Because R is complete local ring and P is nonmaximal, R/P 
is a complete local ring of dimension one. To prove the claim we can 
replace R by R/P and hence we can assume P = (0). Therefore R is a one 
dimensional complete local domain. To prove this claim suppose that Q1 
is not a maximal ideal of R[ T]. We will prove that Qz is a maximal ideal 
of R[T-‘1. 
By the above lemma 8, the normalisation of R is a DVR. Moreover 
R + i?, R[T] -+ R[T], and R[T, T-l] -+ R[T, T-‘1 are integral exten- 
sions. 
Let R be a prime ideal in a[ T, T- ‘1 lying above M. As M is maximal 
in R[ T, T-l], li;i is maximal in R[T, T-‘1. Let P, = ii;in R[T], 
P, = &fn R[ T-l]. Note that P, lies above Qi and P, lies above Q2. 
To show Q2 is maximal ideal in R[ T-l], it is enough to show that P, 
is maximal in R[ T- ’ 1. As i? is DVR, R[ T] is UFD. Also ht M = ht Q I = 1 
implies ht li;l= ht P, = 1. Therefore P, is a principal ideal, say, generated 
by f(T). Write f(T)=a,+a,T+ ... +a,T’ in a[T]. 
Consider the domain R[ T]/(f ). Let K be the quotient field of R 
( = quotient field of R) and L be the quotient field of R[ T]/( f ). Note that 
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L is a finite extension of K. Let C be the integral closure of R[T]/(f) in 
L and S be that of i? in L. Because R is integral over R, integral closure 
of R in L = integral closure of R= S. Hence S is a DVR. But then 
SG Cc L and C # L implies S= C. This means R[ T]/(f) is integral over 
i?. Therefore a, is a unit in ii and hence without loss of generality we can 
assume that f(T) is a manic polynomial in R[ T]. Then Q i is nonmaximal 
implies P, is also nonmaximal, but PIT= A is a maximal ideal. Then it is 
easy to see that P, is contained in only one maximal ideal, namely (3, T), 
where 3 is the maximal ideal of R. Thenf’, the image offin R[ T]/‘JR[ T] 
is contained in only one maximal ideal, namely, (7). Therefore, f' = T’ (as 
f’ is manic in T). But f’(T)=~b+u;T+ ... +a;-,Trp’+ T’ implies 
a&, a;, . . . a: 1 are zero in R/J. Hence ai E J, 0 d i d r - 1. Therefore f(T) is 
a Weierstrass polynomial. 
Note that ii? is also generated by f in R[T, T-l]. If g= T--‘f= 
aoT-‘+a,T-‘+’ + ... +a,-,T-‘+l, then &?=(f)=(g). But geii;ln 
R[ Tp’1 = P,. If P, is not maximal, then as P,,-I = A2 is maximal, P2 
is contained in only one maximal ideal (3, Tp’) of a[T-‘1. Then 
ge (J, T-‘) implies 1 E (3, T-l) a contradiction. Therefore P, and hence 
Q2 is maximal ideal. This completes the proof of the claim. 
To show that A4 is projectively generated we have to construct a projec- 
tive R[ T, Tp ‘]-module 9’ of rank p(M/M*) and a surjective map 9 + M. 
By our earlier claim either Q, or Q2 is maximal. Without loss of generality 
assume that Ql is maximal in R[ T]. Since R contains a field of 
characteristic zero, by [3] there is a projective R[ T]-module 9 of 
rank=p(Q,/Qf) and a surjective map P-Q,. Then9,-+(Q,).=Mis a 
surjection and Y)T is a projective R[ T, Tp ‘]-module of rank = rank 9’ = 
p(Q,/Q:) = p(M/M*). Therefore M is projectively generated. 
Remark 3.3. Proof of this theorem depends heavily on the fact that 
either Mn R[T] or M n R[ T- ‘1 is a maximal ideal. The following simple 
example shows that when R is not a complete ring, there can be a maximal 
ideal A4 in R[ T, Tp’1 for which both the contractions Mn R[T] and 
A4 n R[ T- ‘1 are nonmaximal ideals. Therefore the method of this proof 
does not work when R is not complete. But we do not know of any case 
of a noncomplete ring where the theorem is false. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. Let k be a field and R be the local ring k[Xlcx, with the 
maximal ideal generated by (X). Then R is regular ring but not complete. 
Consider the Laurent polynomial ring in one variable, A = R[ T, T-l]. 
Suppose A4 is the ideal of A generated by f(T) = X+ T+ XT’. Then M is 
a maximal ideal of A, but MnR[T]=(f(T)) and MnR[T-‘]= 
(Tp2f(T)) are nonmaximal ideals in RET] and R[T-‘1, respectively. 
For, it is easy to see that f( T) is a prime element in A = R[ T] and hence 
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in R[T, T-l]. Therefore the ideal generated by f(T) in R[T] is a prime 
ideal. This ideal is contained in the maximal ideal generated by (X, T) and 
(f(T)) # (A’, T). Therefore (f(T)) is not a maximal ideal in R[T]. 
Moreover every maximal ideal 3 containing f(T) will have height 2 and 
therefore will contain X. But then since 3 contains f(T) it will contain T 
also, i.e., 3 = (X, T). This shows that (X, T) is the only maximal ideal of 
R[T], that contains f(T). By similar argument we see that (X, T-‘) is 
the only maximal ideal of R[T-‘1 that contains (T-*f(T)) = 
(XT-* + Tp’ + X) and (T-‘f( T)) # (X, T-l). Therefore (f(T)) R[ T] and 
(T-*f(T)) R[T-‘1 are nonmaximal ideals, but fR[T, T-‘1 ER[T, T-l] 
is a maximal ideal of R[T, T-l]. 
Thus we have a maximal ideal of R[T, T-‘1 with both the contractions 
to R[T] and R[T-‘1 being nonmaximal. 
4. EFFICIENT GENERATION OF MAXIMAL IDEALS IN POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
In this section we consider maximal ideals in polynomial rings. If R is 
any commutative noetherian ring containing a field of characteristic zero, 
Bhatwadekar has shown that any maximal ideal M in R[ T] is projectively 
generated [3, Theorem 3.31. Moreover he has given an example of a two 
dimensional normal local domain R containing the field of complex num- 
bers and a maximal ideal A4 of R[ T] of height 2 which is projectively 
generated but not efficiently. Moreover in this example the local ring 
R[ TIM is regular. 
Note that when R is a regular local ring, for a maximal ideal A4 of R[ T] 
we have ht M>, dim R. If R is regular local ring containing a field of 
characteristic zero by [3, Theorem 3.31 any maximal ideal A4 of R[ T] is 
projectively generated and hence it follows by 2.9 that A4 is efficiently 
generated. 
Therefore we are interested in studying the maximal ideals in R[T], 
when R is regular ring (not necessarily local) containing a field of charac- 
teristic zero. In this connection we have the following results. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let R be a regular ring of dimension < 2. Suppose M 
is a maximal ideal in R[ T]. Then M is efficiently generated. 
This is due to Boratynski, Davis, and Geramita. (See [6, Corollary lo].) 
THEOREM 4.2.’ Let R be a regular ring containing afield of characteristic 
zero and M be a maximal ideal of R[ T]. If ht M 2 dim R, then M is 
efficiently generated. 
’ The hypothesis ht M 2 dim R is not necessary as shown in [5a] 
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Proof: Let M be a maximal ideal of R[ T]. If ht M = 1 + dim R 
then clearly M is efficiently generated. (See 2.5.) So assume that 
n=htM=dimR. 
Then as R contains a field of characteristic zero, by [3, Theorem 3.33 M 
is projectively generated. Therefore there is a projective module 9 of 
rank = p(M/M*) surjecting onto M. In case when R is local, 9’ is free. (This 
follows from 2.8.) In general it follows that 9 is locally extended. We will 
show that 9 can be choosen to be a free module when ht M = dim R. 
Let P = Mn R. We can assume that P is not a maximal ideal in R. 
Otherwise M is efficiently generated by [7]. Let S be the multiplicative set 
in R defined by S= 1 + P. Then S-'PC rad(S’R). Note that since 
S-'RIF 'P( = R/P) is semi local of dimension one, and S 'P is contained 
in the Jacobson radical of S- 'R, S 'R is semi local and hence dim 
S- 'R = ht h4. Since R and hence S-r R contains a field of characteristic 
zero there exists a projective S’R-module 9 of rank = p(S-‘M/S-‘M*) 
surjecting onto S-‘&f. But then by 2.8, since Se'R is semi local we obtain 
that Z? is a free module. Hence S ‘M is efficiently generated. Therefore 
there exist elements f,, . . . . f, (where n = ht M) in M such that S’M = 
U-I, . ..JJ S-‘RCTI. 
Because P is nonmaximal, M does not contain any manic polynomial, in 
particular, T is not in M. Therefore T is not in S’M and hence 
Sp'M+(T)=SplRIT]. Thus the ideal (fi,...,f,,T)=S-'R[T] which 
shows [fi, . . . . f,, r] is a unimodular row in S-'R[T]. Write f,(T)= 
ci + Tgi(T), where ci =&f,(O). Then the ideal (fr, . . . . f,,, T) = (cl, . . . . c,, T) = 
Sp'R[T]. From this it follows that (cr, . . . . c,)=S-'R, i.e., [c,, . . . . c,] is a 
unimodular row in S-'R. Therefore there exists a a E Gl,(S-'R) such that 
CC 1, . . . . c,] a = [ 1, 0, . ..) 01. Let [fi, . . . . fn] c1= [h,, . . . . h,]. It is easy to see 
that [h,(O), . . . . h,(O)]= [l,O, . . ..O]. Since GI,(S-'R)sGI,(SplRIT]), 
(fi,...,f,)S-lRIT]=S-lM=(h,,..., h,) Sp'R[T]. Thus we have a set of 
generators (h,, . . . . h,) for S’M such that h, = 1 (mod 7’) and hi=0 
(mod T),2<i<n. 
Since A4 is finitely generated we can choose an element a E P such that 
A4 l+a=(hl,...,h,)R1+.[T]. Let b=l+a and S’=l+bR. Note that 
UE S’. UE PE M implies M9 = R,.[T]. Also note that dim R,,. Q 
dimR-l=n-1. 
Since M, is generated by (h 1, . . . . h,), the sequence 
is exact, where K is the kernel of the obvious surjection cp defined by 
(h,, . . . . h,). Since MS = R,[ T], we have an exact sequence 
O+ K'+ R,[T]"A My=R,.[T]-+ 0, 
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where K’ is the kernel of the surjection $ defined by (1, 0, . . . . 0). Consider 
the following diagram 
RbS[T]” --=+ Mw = R,s C rl 
Rbs;T]” *’ - Mbs = RbS’[ T] 
Claim. There exist a A E E,(R,,,[T]) such that the diagram is 
commutative. 
By assumption we have ht M = dim R = n. Moreover, by Proposition 4.1 
we can assume n B 3. Let 3 be a maximal ideal of Rbs. Then 
CL . . . . &I E Um,(&JTl)* CA,, -., kl E ~m,((R~s)~[:T1). B= (&S’)3 
is a regular local ring. If dim B > 1, as R contains a field of rationals 
by 2.8, E,(B[T]) acts transitively on Um,(B[T]). If dim B= 1, since n 2 3 
by 2.11 E,(B[T]) acts transitively on Um,(B[T]). Therefore 
[Ih 1 ,..., h,,]o= [LO ,..., 0]= [h,(O), h2(0), . . . . h,(O)] for some (TEE,(B[T]). 
This is true for all 3. Therefore as n > 3, by 2.7, [h,, . . . . h,] A = 
[Ih,(O), . .. . U0)l = CL 0, . ..> 0] for some A E E,( RbS,[ T] ). Hence the claim. 
If 9 is the projective R[T]-module (of rank n) obtained by patching 
Rb[ T]” and R,. [ T]” via A, then there is a surjective map 9 ---f M. Because 
A E E,( RbS’[ T] ), 9 is free module (see [ 151) and hence M is efficiently 
generated. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let R be a regular ring of dimension 3, containing a 
field of characteristic zero. Then any maximal ideal M of R[T] is efficiently 
generated. 
Proof. We can assume R is a domain and ht M= p(M/M’) 6 dim R 
(see 2.4 and 2.5). Also we can assume that P = M n R is nonmaximal. Note 
that ht M > 2. If ht M = 3 = dim R, the corollary follows from the above 
theorem. 
So assume ht M = 2 = p(M/M’). We can construct a projective module 
9 over R[T] of rank 2 such that O+R[T]-Y+M+O is an exact 
sequence. Since T# M, we obtain .9/T9 is a free module. But then by 2.10, 
projective modules over R[ T], where R is regular of dimension 3, are 
extended and hence 9 is free module. Thus p(M) = p(M/M’) = 2. There- 
fore all the maximal ideals of R[ T] are efficiently generated. 
The following example shows that when R is an arbitrary regular ring 
(not a local ring), there can be maximal ideals M in R[TJ with 
htM<dim R. 
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EXAMPLE 4.4. Let A be a regular local ring of dimension n + 1, n > 2. 
Suppose the maximal ideal of A is generated by (x1, x2, . . . . x, + 1). Consider 
the following sequence of prime ideals in A, given by P, = (x,, x2, . . . . x,), 
P n-l = (XI 2 x2, ..., x,,-*-x,+1), Pn-2=(XI,X2,...,X,~3,X,~2-X,+*),..., 
P*=(x1-&,+I). 
Then Pi is not contained in Ujri Pj and ht Pi = itli, 1 <id n. Let 
S=A\lJ~=, Pi be the multiplicative set in A and let R= F’A. Then R is 
a regular semi local ring with maximal ideals being precisely 
{ Qi= Sp’P,}~= ,. Note that ht Qi= ht Pi= i for all i. 
Now consider the polynomial ring R[ T]. Let Ni = (Qi, T) be the ideals 
of R[T], i= 1, 2, . . . . II. Then ht Ni = i + 1, 1 < id n. These N,‘s are maximal 
in R[ T] of height <dim R. But then, because Nj contains a manic polyno- 
mial, viz. T, we have Ni n R = Qi, a maximal ideal in R. But now, we shall 
construct another set of maximal ideals Mi of R[T], with height Mi= i, 
2 < i < n, such that Mi does not contain any manic polynomial. Thus M:s 
and N,‘s are maximal ideals with ht Mj = i, 2 < i< n and ht Ni = i + 1, 
1 < id n, while N;s contain the manic polynomial T, the M;s do not 
contain any manic polynomial. For these maximal ideals Mi, we do not 
know if they are efficiently generated. 
Because Qi and ni,, Q, are comaximal, we can choose an element f~ Qi 
such that f# IJjri Qi and (f) and njz ;Q, are comaximal. This is true for 
all i. Take f E Qi (i > 1). Consider the ring R/(f). Then Qi/(f) is a prime 
ideal in R/(f) of height i - 1. Therefore there is a prime ideal, say Q/(f), 
of height i- 2 contained in Qi/(f). Thus (f) c Q c Qi and ht Q = i- 1. 
Moreover f E QRp, c QiRQt. 
Consider the ring R/Q. Clearly this ring is a one dimensional local. 
domain. Consider the polynomial ring (R/Q) [T]. Because R/Q is one 
dimensional ocal domain it is easy to see that there is a maximal ideal &I 
in (R/Q) [T] of height one. This gives a maximal ideal M in R[ T] such 
that Mn R = Q and ht M = ht Q + 1 = i. Thus we have constructed 
maximal ideals in R[ T] of height i, for 2 < i < n, where n = dim R. 
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